This article is dedicated to the analysis list of a set of rules to traffic filtering, which is a multi-dimensional structure, where each dimension is a set of networking field or the field of action, measuring the cost of the rules to traffic filtering on computer networks, allowing to determine the difference between definition of the rules and the control of the packet fields. Furthermore, the article were considered a hierarchical model to optimize traffic filtering, which reduces the overhead traffic filtering rules and provides the semantic integrity of the original set of rules to traffic filtering. The hierarchical structure of the design and optimization of traffic filtering was researched. And also was developed the hierarchical approach to optimize traffic filtering for reducing set of rules traffic filtering. Analyzed the algorithm optimal solutions and algorithm of random search filters that, allowing you to find the shortest way to a set of rules to traffic filtering. Moreover, in this article was presented the effectiveness evaluation of the process accelerating traffic filtering proposed by HAOTF.
Introduction
Integrated efficiency, reliability and availability of filtering software are crucial in ensuring the security and administration, especially when the network is under attack and threat. These problems require new designs, architecture and algorithms to accelerate traffic filtering. With the dynamic change of the load on the network to- 1 2 , , , ;
, where Φ is the network field and the field of action. An example of a typical rule may be the following sequence: 
where n s represents IP-address of the source, m d destination IP-address and l ς type of service. In the list of a set of rules to filter traffic, rules describing network security policies, formed as a "priority list". Priority rules, also referred to as the rules of rank, based on its position within the list [1] . Previously derived rules are ranked higher than those which were later. The set of rules may be transformed by creating all possible permutations of the fields in a rule. Formal representation of a set: 
List a set of rules to traffic filtering work by studying sets in sequential order. For each packet, the first matching set determines the action of traffic filtering. If the size of the list is small, then the list of a set of rules to traffic filtering is considered good. Since the size of the list are scaled up to one million sets, management and optimization of traffic filtering policy is a challenge.
Measuring the Cost of Traffic Filtering Rules
The main factor, which influences the performance of the filtering action of traffic are overhead data for packet inspection. Measurement computation is performed according to the rule, and can be readily applied to a set of rules within. To determine the overheads incurred by the traffic filtering treatment rules and application security policy, there are two specific measurements.
The first dimension, referred to as the size of the rules. The size of the rule in terms of the number of bits necessary to determine unambiguously as the difference between the definition of rules and control of the field of the packet. Assumptions underlying the measurement of the size of the rules related to the fact that the complexity of coordination of operations proportional to the size rules. Formally, this rule r, rules size (r) can be defined as: ( ) The second dimension used in the experiment of current costs at a given set of rules. These costs depend on the size and positioning of the rules on how often the rule is called traffic filtering. Formally, given a set of rules 1 2 , , , k r r r  , costs of this rule i r , is defined as follows: Pr a set i r -espredecessors on the basis of a list of a set of rules. Using the above measurements in order to optimize the reduction in size and therefore the rule set, the processing time rule set. This, in turn, reduces the overall operational costs of traffic filtering.
Criterion Conversion of Traffic Filtering
Traffic filtering defines its security policy with a set of policies or security rules. These security policies are defined formally as follows:
Let F is a list of the original set of rules to filter traffic.
Let ( )
T F is converted traffic filtering, which retains the properties and a set of rules F . Is determined by the cost function, ( ) C f , which is the average overhead costs set of rules to filter traffic.
( )
T F is acceptable conversion F : • ( ) T F retains the properties and rules F (semantic integrity of the property);
(property costs).
Transformation Approach of Traffic Filtering
Converting traffic filtering is achieved in the process of dividing the original set list of rules to filter traffic in the rule group subsets. A set of rules for filtering traffic sorted based on the traffic characteristics before conversion initiated. Getting the right subset retains the properties and rules of "semantic integrity" of the original list, a set of rules. In order to formulate a formal:
Let ( ) S F is an approach conversion filter traffic based on a set of rule F .
( ) S F is acceptable conversion F , if: • ( )
S F retains the properties and rules F (semantic integrity properties);
• costs (S(F)) ≤ performance F (property costs).
Semantic integrity of the property:
Let there be at least one rule r in ( ) S F such that the action r network p packet is different than F on p . This means that the rule of traffic filtering installed F on this network traffic is different from the actions taken by the new transformed representation ( ) S F . Thus, the semantics of the original set of rules to traffic filtering is not equivalent to transformation a set of rules to traffic filtering.
Rules based on a list of a set of rules to traffic filtering is scanned in a sequential order and divided into subsets of rules based on traffic characteristics. The order, in which the rules are divided into subsets of rules, does not add a new rule, or cause the removal of any rules. This means that no new rules are created or removed from the conversion process. This proves that the rule r in ( ) S F must belong to some level of priority in the set of rule F , which implies a contradiction.
Consequently, there are no rules to convert a set of rules to traffic filtering ( ) S F , which have different activities, unlike those that exist in the original set of rules F . This proves that the semantic properties and rules in the original set of rules stored after conversion.
Property costs:
Let the overhead costs of the original set of rules to filter traffic and a set of transformation rules will be ( )
It is suggested that ( ) ( ) ( ) C F C S F > . For this assumption to be true, there exists at least one packet p , that it complies with the rule r a set of rules to traffic filtering, where compliance costs in the transformed set of rules to traffic filtering higher than the corresponding cost in the original set of rules.
Let overheads processing network packet p , that matches the rule, r a set of rules F traffic filtering is represented as x and the relevant rules r transformed traffic filtering ( ) S F there will be y , where y x > .
Thanks to the list of rules to traffic filtering capacity y would be more than x , if the series r in ( ) S F lower than the series of r in F .
Since both sets of rules to traffic filtering characteristics are sorted traffic (inbound), there is a rule r′ in the rule subset ( ) S F traffic filtering, which has a higher number than the r of the low number of the original set of rules F . So, all the rules in F sorted in accordance with the calculation information and no new rules created or deleted as a result of the conversion process.
Thus, it have proved that the costs set of rules ( ) S F traffic filtering is ≤ on the cost of the original set of rule F . In the worst case, the length ( ) S F will be equal to the length F , meaning ( ) ( )
The Hierarchical Structure of the Optimization of Traffic Filtering
Data structure. Multilevel data structure consists of subsets of rules and their respective filters. To process typically uses a hierarchical data structure, in which a deep level of the hierarchy contains a subset of the rule and intermediate levels contain filters that cover the rules that are included in these subsets. Balances the hierarchical structure in order to reduce the length of the deepest subset rules, therefore, it is important to have the desire to achieve the maximum reduction of the costs of processing rules [2] . The data structure must ensure a reduction of overhead costs, semantic integrity and safety of the initial set of rules. It should be noted that overhead costs are determined by the rule subset. Furthermore, the data structure must be designed so that the process of re-balancing, in response to changes in traffic can be achieved at minimal cost. Semantic integrity of the original set of rules can be achieved, and set during the reign of the separation process by calculating the filter that is clearly and fully complies with the rule subsets.
Moreover, after the packet processing must follow the same semantic instructions filters produced in the separation process. If the rules are divided and re-loaded, then to optimize the overhead costs, the process of repeating the original semantics of the rules must be achieved with lower costs.
The Hierarchical Development Model
The hierarchical model defines approach to designing networks and includes three logical layers (see Figure 1 ):
Each layer has its own function. Three layers do not necessarily imply the presence of three different devices. To draw an analogy with the hierarchical model of OSI, it is a separate protocol does not always correspond to one of seven levels. Sometimes protocol corresponds to more than one level of OSI model, and sometimes several protocols implemented within the same layer. And in constructing hierarchical networks, at one layer can be multiple devices or a single device that performs all functions defined on two adjacent layers.
The core layer is at the top of the hierarchy and is responsible for the safe and rapid transfer of large amounts of data. Traffic transmitted through the core, is common to most users. Most user data is handled at the distribution layer, which, if necessary, forwards the request to the core. For core layer its importance has resiliency as a failure at this layer could result in loss of connectivity between the levels of the distribution network. The core layer for the following functions: • shared bandwidth;
• switching bandwidth;
• MAC-level filtering;
• microsegmentation.
The distribution layer, which is sometimes called the working group layer, is the link between the layers of access and core. Depending on the implementation method, the distribution layer can perform the following functions:
• verification of source and destination addresses;
• check the input and output ports;
• filter routes to hide the internal network;
• providing routing, quality of service and network security;
• canal aggregation;
• transition from one technology to another (e.g. 100Base-TX to 1000Base-T);
• aggregated bandwidth low-bandwidth access to the high-speed backbone links.
The access layer controls user access and working groups to resources united network. The main objective access layer is to create points of exit/enter users to the network. This layer performs the following functions: • continued (from the level of the distribution), access control and network policy;
• create separate collision domains (segmentation); • connecting workgroups to the level of distribution;
• access layer uses switched LAN.
And so, the core layer is required in order to produce a separation of the original set of rules to a set of disjoint subsets of rules. This process involves taking a set of access rules and rules on the division of its subsets, each of which is determined by the filter. Each filter consists of a series of disjoint sets that fully cover its corresponding rule subset (see Figure 1) .
At distribution layer, rule is distributed in such a way that high standards of cost have been moved to the top of a set of rules. As previously stated, the rules are based on cost rules size. The amount of traffic passing through this rule indicates the number of his matches. At this stage, costs are reduced by the general rules of traffic processing.
The access layer is taken as the input of the original list a set of rules based on the list, and produces an optimized set of rules. This is the best set of rules consists of fully overlapping and concise rules, where all exceptions to the rules and dependencies are removed. The fact that the rules in the rule set intersect to change the order of the rules and dividing them into subsets of rules without breaking the semantics of the original set of rules at the kernel level.
Development of a Hierarchical Approach to Optimize Traffic Filtering
To develop a hierarchical approach to optimize traffic filtering (HAOTF) uses a hierarchical structure to the division of the initial set of rules and regulations mutually exclusive subsets to reduce the overhead costs of traffic filtering.
In the original set of rules, HAOTF uses a multistep process in which it originally shared the original rule set into two subsets. Then recursively passes the access layer to subsets produced in the previous step generate the next layer of the hierarchy. Formation to access layer continues as long as the total cost of processing does not eclipse the benefit gained by continuing the current access layer subsets.
Then, in this case, the access layer is terminated and the previous layer is selected as optimum as possible the depth of hierarchical structure. Efficiency distribution layer depends strongly of a subset of the rules used at different layers of the hierarchy.
In solution the complex markup, HAOTF uses an iterative approach for the separation of the original set of rules and make a multilevel hierarchy, economically balanced subsets of rules.
Initially, the set of rules is divided into two subsets and the filters are designed and cover rules contained in each subset.
In HAOTF the time of packet processing begins at the root of the hierarchical structure. Packets subsequently are sent to the other layers of the hierarchy for further processing. Packet processing is terminated, if the difference between the attributes of the packet, as defined in the traffic filtering, the security policy is triggered. In this case, the action is determined by compliance with the relevant filter rules. The default action may be taken in either case the packet is sent to the destination, or rejected, and in this case, the packet is dropped. Given a large set of rules, the goal HAOTF is to partition the set of mutually exclusive subsets K. Each subset is associated with a unique filter which is an extension of associated policies subsets. HAOTF driven by three major design goals:
• to reduce the cost of processing a set of rules determined by the average processing time packet, which he takes on; • to save the semantics of the original set of rules;
• to maintain an optimal set of rules as templates for traffic and changes the set of rules.
It should be noted that in the general form of K may be reduced to the "clustering". Figure 2 describes action rules N in subset K.
The resulting subsets, along with according filters, form a first layer of the hierarchy. This iterative process continues until, while further division of the subsets at the current level of the hierarchy will not be effective. It should be noted that this cost also includes certain expenses filters. The structure of the basic steps described on HAOTF in Figure 3. 
Service Hierarchical Structure
The hierarchical structure is built based on the current traffic patterns and a set of rules. As traffic patterns and a 
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set of rules changes, the hierarchical structure should be updated to maintain its balance.
To identify changes, HAOTF monitors traffic logs in real time and adjusts counters. HAOTF notifies that changes have occurred, if the difference between the old and the updated graphs of any rules exceeds a predetermined threshold.
This threshold is configurable parameter that is determined based on the traffic characteristics. If necessary to balance the hierarchical structure, HAOTF uses existing cost upgrade path rules in the rule of subsets, including the rules that have been added to reflect the new security policy. Then HAOTF uses reverse distribution layer, reverse access layer and also assistance layer in restoring balance hierarchical structure. The flowchart of HAOTF between layer hierarchical structures is shown in Figure 4 .
The reverse distribution layer consists of redistributing priorities in the rule subset deeper layer hierarchical structure. This layer takes effect variations in traffic to the number of rules in the rule set. The reverse distribution layer is triggered when between current and previous number of rules exceeded the threshold value. The reverse access layer caused, when the hierarchical structure becomes out of balance due to changes in traffic [3] . The hierarchical structure is considered to be out of balance, if the average cost of processing packets exceeds a predetermined threshold. This layer may be at any layer, including at the root of the hierarchical structure. When the balance is a hierarchical structure, the access layer is applied to the initial subset rule that is generated from the hierarchical structure. In some cases, impossible to obtain a more balanced hierarchical structure, in this case indicated as optimal layer increases and the threshold for the intermediate layers. The assistance layer aimed at reducing overhead costs packet processing at different layers of the hierarchy. The need to promote the rules occurs when one number rules sharply increases and exceeds a predetermined threshold value. This scenario may occur during abnormal traffic behavior, often observed in a denial of service and distributed denial of service (DoS/DDoS) attacks. To mitigate the impact of DoS/DDoS attacks to significantly reduce the cost of processing the traffic generated by these attacks, usually rises to a layer above the filter [4] . Depending on the rules, the assistance layer may continue recursively until it reaches an appropriate layer of priority. In extreme cases, the rules can be moved all the way up to the root of the hierarchical structure. This assistance is temporary and usually it is never removed from the rules of subsets. The reason is due to the temporary facilitate temporary state of DoS/DDoS attacks. After the traffic returns to its normal layers, may typically be removed from the higher layers.
The "match" function-checks that the set is covered by the filter. Source and destination IP-addresses are compared with the range specified in the filter. The same port number is compared with a range of ports in the filter. Protocol type is checked against a list of protocol types. This function returns if they meet the set, otherwise they are false.
The "distance" function calculates the distance, given a set of filter. If the filter corresponds to the set, the value returned by this function 0. Otherwise, this function returns 1, positive number between 0 and 1, not inclusive. If the IP-address ranges are then calculated based on a distance function between the two most distant points within. A similar procedure is used to calculate the distance between ports or port ranges. Distance protocol 0, if the protocol already exists in the list of protocols for the filter. Otherwise, sets the distance 1. All distances are normalized to the maximum value corresponds to their fields. Summation of these normalized values are compared again and normalized to produce a value between 0 and 1.
The "extension" function is used to extend the filter so that it corresponds to a given set. This is achieved by expanding the range of IP, port range and protocols. The function calculates costs based on a set of traffic characteristics and other property sets (see Figure 5 ).
The Algorithm of Optimal Search Solutions
The algorithm of optimal search solutions uses a priori estimates of the cost of the path to the target state, which ensures high efficiency of the search. initial state, and ( ) h n estimate of the distance from the node n to the node representing the final (target) condition. The lower value of the evaluation function ( ) f n better, i.e. node n lies at a short distance from the initial state to the target. The idea of the algorithm is to via ( ) f n find the shortest path on a graph from the initial state to the target ( Table 1) .
Achieving the algorithm of optimal search solutions in HAOTF possible, since the costs calculated in the aggregate for each division as fixed and does not vary with the priority set of rules.
There function ( ) g n determines the cost of a set of filter rules from node n to the initial state.
Function ( ) h n on the other hand, calculates the optimal cost remaining sets assigned if placed in any of the subsets, then the value is an approximation of the path to the target node n. Function ( ) max h n calculates the maximum number of remaining sets. It can be used as a guide to complete the calculation of the filter, if the value of the benefits arising from the new filters do not increase the benefits of the previous configuration. Another mechanism that is used to reduce the overhead costs incurred in the search for a possible optimal solutions, limiting the search space.
It is triggered when the difference between ( ) max h n and ( ) min h n lower than the specified error rate. It is convenient to search for filters and is an optimal solution with a much faster pace. Figure 6 shows a topological model search filters in action, where the nodes-is a list of a set of rules and ( ) h n is the shortest distance to the initial state. Red color-the initial state, blue color-the goal, orange color-visited nodes (see Figure 6 ). Basic steps algorithm of search filters was shown in Listing 1.
Initial state
Goal
Figure 6. Topological model of searchfilters. Table 1 . Callating algorithm search of path filters.
1. Figure 7) . The disadvantage is that the memory requirements may also be unacceptable, as the number of sets becomes large. To solve this drawback is proposed heuristic method of random search.
Heuristic Method of Random Search
Heuristic method of random search based on the sequence of random generation of a large number of values in between finding the roots followed by narrowing these gaps.
The main steps of the method of random search filters: • in each series with a random number generator is formed from an array of N points of the function
• among the elements of the array of the function is the optimal value ( )
as well as the corresponding value of the variable ( ) min max | . X X And so forth: Typically, the choice of solutions can be represented sequence elections. If you make this election with the help of a random mechanism, the solution is very fast, so that we can find a solution several times and memorize the "record", the best of solutions encountered. The proposed method of random search filter is a coarse search for solutions aimed at defining a set of filters and separation set list set into two subsets. Each set of list of bases independently of the other set.
• is calculated for each new coordinate interval, within which is produced after selection of the N filter.
And so, in order to reduce costs on a set of rules 10%, The starting point of the state of the filter represented by the vector 0 x , declared its current and calculated values of the objective function it.
• The current state of the filter is attached to the point increment in the form of a random vector delta Δx and calculated value of the objective function.
• If the value of the objective function improved, then this point is the current.
• Check the stop condition. If it holds, then go to step 4, Otherwise, in a step 2.
• if ( )
x x = , while improving the objective function;
, then the objective function is deteriorating or remains the same. This division will perform sets into smaller sets of subsets. This method uses a randomly chosen initial condition of the filter and uses a random algorithm (see Listing 2) and search strategy for determining an initial filter from a set of possible filters (see Figure 9) .
In applying the method sets do not intersect with each other. In other words, the creation of a set of nonoverlapping with to each other [5] , allow complete flexibility of access layers and reverse distribution based on traffic characteristics.
Basic steps algorithmof random search filters was shownin Listing 2 (see Figure 10) 
Evaluate the Efficiency of Accelerating Process Traffic Filtering Proposed by HAOTF
For evaluate the efficiency of accelerating process traffic filtering proposed by HAOTF is proposed scheme, which is shown in Figure 11 . There are two types of traffic and it is in the worst case condition is simulated traffic and traffic consists of the same packet that does not match any of the sets. This ensures that the package will be caught only the default action. Emulation traffic generated by creating packages that coincide with each set and the direction of their movement proportional to filter traffic. Traffic filtering action in the worst case is determined by measuring the size and permanent traffic CPU. Size is determined by the traffic load of traffic filtering use from 35% to 100%, the established list of set of rules.
Evaluate of Processing Attacks
The aim of this research is to test the strength of HAOTF the presence of attacks and traffic fluctuations. Since the number of hits set the default action is great and unpredictable, it can cause a great degree of vulnerability of all the work to filter traffic. To test the performance of HAOTF in handling such attacks are simulated attacks and increases algorithm of random search filters, is determined action set of rules of default from 0 to 200,000 (see Figure 12) . 
Evaluate of the Sensitivity Analysis
The final research was conducted for the sensitivity analysis of the proposed HAOTF. Analysis was performed for the set rules to different sizes from 0 to 5000 (see Figure 13) . Figure 13 shows a comparative research between the list of set of rules traffic filtering, optimal, the algorithm of optimal search solutions and the algorithm of random search filters. The evaluation was conducted for heavily loaded traffic filtering process.
Conclusion
This article devoted to the problem of optimization traffic filtering. For this, the article proposes a hierarchical structure for optimization traffic filtering. The basic principle of this structure is to provide lower overhead costs, semantic integrity and security of the initial set of rules to traffic filtering based on two algorithms, such as the algorithm of optimal search solutions and the algorithm of random search filters. In the processing of analysis of the results, it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm of random search filters is suited for hierarchical optimization of traffic filtering.
